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Not sure what sequence the Images should be presented in … In the folder in Drop Box 

they are in Alphabetical Order, but once they are unzipped into a folder out of Drop Box 

each Image has a strange file Number System which is crazy to work out how that 

sequence works … So, I hope this Word Document Critique using the 2nd one [outside of 

Drop Box] works okay for your needs on the night … There is one Out Of Category [OOC] 

entry so, I’ll do Nature in the order of ACCEPTANCE – MERIT – HONOUR & end with OOC 

... Some basic Editing could have made a big difference to some of the awards, if you 

want to achieve that level of success, it is necessary to do at least the basics … Especially 

if your Club wants to have a chance in the Interclub Competitions, where Impact Judging 

can be tough to succeed ... If any of you want to contact me on M - 0409 475 218, I’ll be 

happy to talk you through how to do basic editing to make a difference … Just leave your 

name, phone number, and club name if I don’t answer immediately.    

‘PATIENCE’ is something one needs lots of when practicing Nature Photography and 

Egrets are a subject that displays that in spades in their pursuit of a feed … This first 

Image has a good exposure and tells a nice environmental story, but from a Competition 

Point of View [POV] it’s the Point of Interest [POI]that should dominate the Composition 

… On this occasion it is a little too distant to do that, with the way the lighting evenly 

lights the whole scene, which makes the Lilies stand out equally as well as the Egret … 

The Image would be terrific if used in an AV sequence, to set the scene of the total visual 

story you want to present, then follow featuring PsOI with Close-ups to fill in the detail ... 

Wish I had those enormous Lilies to grow in my Backyard Bathtub or Ponds. 

What looks to be a Milk Weed Seed Head is the host for ‘BUG’ … I liked how you got in 

close, and initially was tempted to go Merit maybe even Honour on this Image but on 

balance there were just too many things that could easily be edited in Post Processing 

[PP] to make it worthy of the Award … The crop could be tighter on the Vertical sides, less 

so at the top, exposure is 1 to 2 stops under, and a few extra refinements would be good 

… Other wise you were on the right path with the way you approached making this study, 

under the lighting system used … Which could be improved also. 

Early morning walks are great for making quality Images as seen in this capture of 

‘MORNING DIP’ … If the Image has been edited, the Beach area particularly the Water is 

looking a little dark for a white tone … Timing of an exposure can be critical at times and 

is where a quick sequence of exposures can provide the right option if you lack the 

experience to get it in one … If the gap between Water and Bird was less you may have 

got all of the Penguins shadow … Well seen otherwise.                                      Continued Page 2. 
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‘IT’S A DAILY STRUGGLE’ might be by the same author … The same lighting, angle of view, 

& time of day suggests it may be part of a sequence … If it is the same author, it would be 

wiser to put similar Images into different Competitions because it’s only natural they’ll be 

compared … On this occasion though I have the opportunity to surmise there may be an 

issue with the calibration of the Monitor if this Image was also edited … They both have 

the same issue with brightness … Also, the same suggestion applies about timing the 

moment of exposure for capture … Although this looks nice, if the Wave and Penguin 

were closer together, the Image could be cropped to a size that on screen would have 

more Impact and a stronger WOW Factor for competition purposes. 

‘ESCAPE FROM THE HEAT’ is the story the Author is presenting with this Goanna out for a 

swim … Or was it in there trying to catch a feed of fish, because in the water below, it has 

plenty of company … Again, a nice study but issues such as the amount of Negative Space, 

foliage intrusion, contrasty lighting which is difficult to avoid in the middle of the day, 

could all be minimised with a crop [if the file size will allow that], and thereby present a 

bigger Image that shows the meat of the story for more WOW & Impact. Keep in mind a 

quote by well known Icon of Photography Robert Cappa, who famously said: - ‘If the 

Image is not good enough – It’s because you’re not close enough’. 

‘VALLEY OF THE WINDS’ is a story of two halves of the same scene, purely because in my 

humble opinion [IMHO] it has been cropped too close at the bottom … One can see some 

foliage that seems to be growing from nearby ground, and if there is more of that in the 

original capture, it would connect the two halves to become one again and show more of 

the foreground environment to tell a more complete story about the whole scene. The 

exposure has been nicely balanced to show good detail in the sunlit and shadowed cliff 

faces … A scene with great potential, if there had been more foreground. 

‘BEETLE’ is a great subject … There is no Meta Data available for accurate advice, so only 

assumption based comments possible … The Aperture and Focal Length used has 

provided a degree of defused background [bokeh] that separates the subject from it, 

which is good … Not having the right focal length available resulted in too much 

unnecessary environment, that has included too much bright space that detracts from the 

intended POI … Using a lens that enables one to frame a closer study, will provide even 

better bokeh and reduce the potential for distractions to be included … An exposure 

could then be made based more on the lighting that is on the subject, because at the 

moment the shadow light is a bit dull … Also remember the first word ‘Patience’ in my 

first comment, this is an example of that being needed in this instance, because although 

this is a good study for the glory box, waiting till a side on view that enables the face to 

be seen more front on, would add to the WOW & Impact needed for Competition. To Page 3. 
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A skink ‘SUNBAKING’ is nicely framed and well exposed to show good detail … Although 

there seems to be some acceptable editing to control the bright background, it is still an 

aspect that held it back from going higher in the awards … There is a certain amount of 

luck required to get the higher awards, it’s just unlucky it wasn’t posing in front of a 

diffused bush background this time … Well done otherwise. 

‘WHAT A GOOSE’ this Magpie Goose was, to be in front of that pale background area … 

After making this exposure did the author make further studies from a different angle to 

avoid those areas ??? An edit adjusting the Exposure by about minus 0.3, and a slight plus 

of Texture, Clarity and Dehaze would help to make the Portrait stand out even better … 

You did well to get close enough for a portrait study … Nice work. 

The next Image ‘TALI WIRU’ is a scene I’ve never seen of Ayres Rock … Curiosity got the 

better of me and a Google Search indicated it is the local indigenous word for Beautiful 

Dome … It apparently is also used by a Tour Group to refer to a special dining experience 

arranged at this location at sundown … I liked the way the pale gap between the warm 

rays of the setting sun on the tree tops, invites the viewer to look more deeply into the 

scene towards the Rock … The technical details of exposure and focus have been so good 

that really good definition from foreground to the horizon is visible throughout the scene 

… One thing that could have been easily done is for the Straighten Tool to be used to 

correct the downhill lean to the left on the Horizon and the Trees … Nice study, well done.  

Nature Category – Honours 

A Pied Oyster Catcher is featured at BREAKFAST TIME, with its meal of a Pipi … This is a 

great study because not only are most of the technical aspects well handled, but the 

often desirable visual Natural History Story [NHS] such as its breakfast is also included … 

Although I personally feel the white water at the top could be cropped and more of the 

reflection at the bottom would be welcome, the NHS is what helped it to achieve an 

Honour this time ... Congratulations, well done. 

A Brolga in nice early morning light ‘PREENING’ presents a good NHS also … The exposure 

is what we desire for showing good detail as well as is seen here, and the composition is 

nicely balanced by the side on view being positioned off centre and offering subliminal 

space for the viewer to assume it has room to move … Some might quibble about the 

mound in the foreground, but with it being echoed near the feet of the bird also, it tends 

to be a lead in feature to the Brolga … If a horizontal flip was made of the Image, the 

mound may be less noticeable … Check and see if that looks better to you … 

Congratulations and well done also. 

Continued Page 4. 
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Gee how often does one get as close as this to a stationary Dingo, ‘ON THE LOOKOUT’ 

long enough for one to grab the camera and make a very nice study of it ??? Composed so 

close to the right side like that, it was fortunate you were able to time the capture as it 

looked back into the scene … Plus the sun was kind enough to be at the right angle, notice 

how well that side on lighting has sculped the body, which resulted in great definition and 

texture of the hair to also be seen so well … Well done, and congratulations to all the 

awarded Images and Authors. 

NATURE - OUT OF CATEGORY 

Getting this close to a DARTER to capture such well defined detail as seen in ‘HUNG OUT 

TO DRY’, is quite a good skill … Even though the sun shining on the Darter is quite flat, the 

quality of the detail was good enough for the Image to be considered for a Merit … 

However, later when reviewing my Critique with the Images, I became aware of some 

artefacts which had eluded me in previous viewings … On studying them more closely 

they indicated issues that are not allowed in the Nature Category … So, on this occasion it 

is ruled OOC … The Image could be allowable in any OPEN category at a later date though 

if your club rules allow, but clean up the artefacts first though … Give me a bell if you 

need some advice … We all make different edits of our Images from time to time, in an 

effort to make a better result … Perhaps the Author follows down that path also, and has 

inadvertently chosen the wrong file on this occasion … I’ve been silly enough to save all 

my edits on most of my Images, and have made that same sort of mistake a couple of 

times … I often say to myself ‘Clean up your folders’, but stupidly I haven’t yet.  

 

 

 

 


